Abstract. In an indoor environment, such outdoor positioning technology as GPS may have the phenomena of weak signal strength and poor availability due to construction blocking. As a result, the application of Zigbee wireless sensor network becomes a hotspot of the indoor position research at present. Specifically, the received signal strength of the nodes in Zigbee network can be used for providing location-based service, and then the fingerprint database position algorithm can be used for estimating user location on the basis of the experimental environment analysis. In order to improve position accuracy, the particle filter technology is combined with the fingerprint database position algorithm for improving the performance of the position system. The experiment shows that the optimized position algorithm can not only control the mean position error within 1.61m to improve the position accuracy, but also has simple operation and great feasibility.
Introduction
Position accuracy is an important index for evaluating the performance of an indoor position system. Particle filter is a nonlinear filter method based on Bayesian estimation thought and can be used to solve nonlinear and non-Gaussian distribution problems. Since RSS is a nonlinear function [4] related to the measured target node location and the noise distribution in the complex indoor environment is the non-Gaussian distribution inconsistent with ) , ( 2 σ µ N , the radio frequency signal has irregular jump. In this article, the improved algorithm combined with fingerprint database and particle filter is adopted to reduce the influence of the above phenomenon on the position result.
Indoor Position Algorithm Based on Particle Filter
According to relevant research conclusions, RSSI based fingerprint database matching algorithm has been proven to become the main algorithm for present indoor position research [5] . The fingerprint database position algorithm process includes training stage and location stage, wherein the training stage aims at establishing RSS signal strength information database of the transmitting nodes at the beacon node; the location stage aims at comparing RSS of the transmitting nodes received by the target node and RSS of the beacon nodes in the fingerprint database established in the training stage in order to estimate the location of the target node. The algorithm execution process is as shown in Figure (1 In the location stage, the target node receives the radio frequency signal strength from various transmitting nodes while moving in the position area, and then the above radio frequency signal strength is compared with RSS vector of various reference nodes in the fingerprint database established in the training stage in order to obtain the location of the target node through calculation. Meanwhile, nearest neighbor (NN) algorithm is adopted in this article to estimate the location of the target node.
As a relatively mature theoretical algorithm, NN algorithm makes use of RSS vector
of n reference nodes in the fingerprint database established in the training stage. In the location stage, the target node enters the position area at time t and receives real-time RSS from m transmitting nodes, namely } , , { . Euclidean distance is selected to represent the neighbor degree of the target node and the beacon nodes in the fingerprint database in order to estimate the user location information at time t. The calculation formula is as shown in Formula (1):
is set, namely: the location coordinates of the beacon node corresponding to the minimum Euclidean distance is the initial estimated location fp t S , of the target node at time t.
However, in actual test stage, some ineffective signal strength data affected by noise interference are also included in the position result calculation. In order to eliminate the influence of such ineffective information on position accuracy, it is necessary to implement the filter process for the initial position coordinates.
Experiment Result
Zigbee wireless communication network composed of CC2530 chips manufactured by TI Corporation is selected for the experiment to realize the communication among the nodes. A605 laboratory is selected as the experiment location, wherein the size of the experiment area is 7mx7m, 64 beacon nodes (the distance between the reference nodes is 0.8m) and 4 transmitting nodes (they are arranged at the four corners of the experiment area, with the vertical distance of 2.3m) are respectively set in the above area. The node arrangement rule is as shown in Figure 2 Fig.2. Experiment Area Setting and Node Arrangement In order to maximally reduce the influence of such natural factors as weather on the experiment result, the sample strength information collected on March 31 is selected as the training data and the test data. In the online training stage, each reference node collects 160 groups of data, totally 10240 groups of data. In the offline location stage, 15 nodes are randomly selected as the static position test nodes (as the solid points shown in Figure (4) ), and each node collects 25 groups of data, totally 375 groups of data.
In the static environment, the location coordinates of 15 static nodes are respectively obtained through calculation, and meanwhile the particle filter technology ( ∂ =0.8) is adopted to smooth the initial position result.
The deviation and the mean position deviation of 1~15# static nodes are respectively as shown in Table 1 . According to Table (1) , for the position result processed by particle filter, the minimum deviation can be reduced to 0.2918, the mean position error can be controlled at about 1.6m and the mean position accuracy is improved by 18.8%. According to Figure (3) , the improved algorithm has superior position result, and the position accuracy can be improved maximally by 84% (the 8th test node).
Through the cumulative distribution function (CDF) as shown in Figure 3 under two modes, we can know that compared with traditional fingerprint database algorithm, the improved algorithm combined with particle filter technology and fingerprint database has more reliable position result in the experiment area. Table ( 2)), the improved algorithm can obtain similar position accuracy in the same-sized indoor scope, but the workload for reference node arrangement and fingerprint database establishment in the experiment is reduced by 11.1%. Obviously, the position accuracy of the improved fingerprint database algorithm is improved more or less. In dynamic experiment, the experimenter walks at a constant speed (v=6.67cm/s, a=0cm/s 2 ) from the coordinate position (40, 560) to the coordinate position (40, 120). Due to the short test time in the dynamic test process, the quantity of the sample strength information obtained in the dynamic test environment is less than that obtained in static test environment. Therefore, in consideration of the actual test environment, the effective particle coefficient ∂ in the dynamic environment is set as 0.9. The experiment process is as shown in Figure 4 . Figure (7) , the position error is the deviation between the position result obtained according to the indoor position algorithm and the true route. According to the above figure, compared with traditional fingerprint database algorithm (Fp), the improved algorithm combined with the particle filter (Pf, ∂ =0.9) can obtain the position route more similar to the true route, thus able to achieve the expected effect of the experiment.
Conclusion
Under normal conditions, the indoor position algorithm based on RSS fingerprint database can provide relatively accurate position result. However, due to the influence of the external environment, RSS signal strength has jump phenomenon in the experiment process. The position algorithm combined with particle filter technology and fingerprint database can significantly reduce the influence of the radio frequency signal jump on the position result, and compared with traditional fingerprint database algorithm, this algorithm can effectively improve the position accuracy of the target node. Additionally, compared with other position modes, the fingerprint database position algorithm has relatively large workload. In consideration of the influence of the beacon node quantity on the position accuracy, the adoption of suitable interpolation algorithm for establishing fine grit database [4] is an important problem to be solved in future, and is also the common problem of the fingerprint database algorithm.
